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Meet the Committee
So that you know who we are, here’s the 

2010-2011 Committee:

Tony Pinnington
(mongoose39uk)

Paul Burroughes
(Palujia)

Bill Daly
(Bill D (wwh))

Terry Marsh
(countrymatters)

Jen Harley
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Secretary

Richard Mullans
(DrDick&Vick)
Treasurer

Dave Edwards
(The Wombles)
Chairman

Cass Flowers
(cassandy)

Associate 
Member)

Welcome to the 5th issue of Seeker. 
We are really proud of Seeker as a 
high quality magazine of the best 
of geocaching.  This is the first 
year that GAGB has produced a 
magazine and it has received excellent feedback. We 
would like to encourage members to contribute their 
own articles and photos for future editions so please 
get on touch.
  This has been a busy year for GAGB and, in 
addition to Seeker, we have more than doubled the 
number of discounts available to members, dealt 
with large numbers of cache issues, enquiries from 
the public and press, supported TV, Radio and press 
articles, made presentations, driven and supported 
landowner negotiations, produced the first GAGB 
geocoin, produced branded goods and attended 
events including the Mega.
  The vast majority of this is achieved by a very 
small group of people, mostly committee members, 
with support from just a few others such as DizzyPair 
managing the New Forest agreement. The recent 
debates over our new Urban guideline, created in the 
wake of the Wetherby Bomb scare and negotiations 
with the Association of Chief Police Officers, made it 
clear that there are plenty of geocachers who have 
strong views about what GAGB should – and should 
not – be doing. Many suggestions were made and it 
would be great to have more enthusiastic people to 
deliver some of these.  If you want to see change and 
improvements then please stand for election onto the 
committee, details of elections are included in this 
edition.
 I’d like to welcome Cass Flowers who has 
been recently co-opted onto the committee to 
support us with the GAGB Website. Thanks Cass for 
“volunteering”!
  Finally, I’d like to thank the whole committee 
for their support and hard work this year.  I hope that 
many of you will stand for re-election in the coming 
year to enable us to build on this year’s successes.
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GAGB elections
It is nearly that time of the year again when the current committee 
members have to retire and the new committee is elected.
 The Executive Committee consists of between 5 and 9 members – the 
Chairman is elected first followed by the rest of the committee.
 GAGB members are asked to nominate candidates to form next year’s 
committee.   Each nomination has to be seconded and accepted prior to being 
voted on (subject to the number of nominations). To be able to nominate, second 
or vote you have to be a full GAGB member prior to 14/10/11 – not just a forum 
user.  Please check here, and if necessary, upgrade to a full member now by 
sending an email to webmaster@gagb.org.uk

Why should you nominate?
The association was established in 2004 to provide a voice for its members in 
the United Kingdom with the aim of establishing good geocaching practices, 
providing a focal point for public liaison, and supporting the growth and 
enjoyment of geocaching within the UK.
 So, it is important that you have a committee that is aware of, and believes 
in, the GAGB, and is willing to give up spare time to help run the association for 
the geocaching community in the UK (not just GB). Please nominate a geocacher 
that you would like to represent you – don’t assume someone else will nominate.  
Then cast your votes, firstly for Chairman, and then for the rest of the committee.

What’s involved in joining the committee?
There are a number of positions that need filling by the members of the committee 
so it is important that there is a selection of skill sets available from those that 
stand to fill the following roles:

 Chairman
 Treasurer 
 Secretary
 Webmaster 
 GLAD management
 Editor and contributors to Seeker magazine
 Answering telephone enquiries (often from
 landowners who have discovered caches
 on their land)
 Dealing with email enquiries (enquiries from
 geocachers and the public, including media
 and police forces) 

You will also need to be available to:
- Attend regular (online) committee meetings
- Participate in committee and general forum
 discussions
- Help with promotion of the GAGB – e.g. stand at
 Mega events

Cut off date for being GAGB 
member and able to vote: 
Friday 14/10/11

Nominations for Chairman 
open: Sun 16/10/11
Close of nominations for 
Chairman: Sun 23/10/11
Election of Chairman: Tues 
1/11/11 – Sat 5/11/11

Nominations for Committee 
members open: Sun 6/11/11
Close of nominations: Sun 
13/11/11
Election of Committee: Tues 
22/11/11 – Sat 26/11/11
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With the excitement of the South Wales Mega 
experience still fresh in the minds of many, 
attention has now begun to turn to what might 
be in store in 2012. The Annual UK Mega event 
for next year will be held in the North West of 
England, and the NW Committee were keen 
to show what they had in store with a large 
launch event on the outskirts of Warrington. 
Expectations were high after the success of 
the “Taste of the North West” event in Neath 
(GC2WC7V), but would the NW Committee be 

able to deliver another memorable meet?
 Early indications were good – the host 
pub, the Mascrat Manor, had reserved a large 
portion of their premises for the event, and a big 
central table had been procured for the purpose 
of displaying raffle prizes and fundraising 
merchandise. This was soon full to bursting, 
and was graced by a beautifully iced Mega 2012 
cake courtesy of Phil (PhilPamandRob). As the 
countdown to the Mega launch ticked by, the 
pub filled up and a final total of 91 attendees 
in 53 caching teams signed their names in 
the log book. This not only included plenty 
of local Warrington cachers, but also visitors 

“PUSH THE BUTTON” 

The 2012 UK Mega 
Launch Event

A report by Mike Amberry (muttoneer)
NW Mega Chairman 

UK Mega Event 2012
FOR YOUR DIARY: The annual UK Mega Event for 2012 will 
be in North-West England on Saturday 11th August 2012 
at Cartmel Racecourse, Cumbria.  

For more information visit 
www.mega2012.org.uk

http://www.mega2012.org.uk/
http://www.mega2012.org.uk/
http://www.mega2012.org.uk/
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from Cumbria itself, coming to see what would be 
heading their way!
 At the same time there was also another 
countdown taking place, in the shape of a specially 
arranged cache series by the Walker-clan team. This 
was released in stages, leading to much amusement 
as the ‘First to Find’ enthusiasts suddenly decamped 
from the pub to rush to each new cache as it was 
released. The new caches were very well received, 
though many chose to stay in the comfort of the pub 
to chat, swap stories and speculate on who would 
get to push the big red button.
 Yours truly got to his feet to make a short speech, 
welcoming everyone to the event and thanking the 
community for the excellent support it had given 
to us thus far: “After the overwhelmingly positive 
response we have enjoyed from the NW geocaching 
community, and from our friends elsewhere in the 

UK, as evidenced by your massive generosity in contributing through raffles, calendars, 
trackable sales and general donations, I can see that we’re not only going to be able to 
warmly welcome people to our region, we’re going to be able to offer them a series of 
fantastic experiences they’re never going to forget.”
 After my few short words, the raffle was drawn and over 25 prizes were given 
to the lucky winners. Then it was the moment everyone had been waiting for – the 
draw for the button-pusher. A silence fell, and then out of the ammo box came the 
number of Neil (1BF) (below, and opposite), who excitedly made his way forward to 
the laptop. Deceangi was on hand to weave his Reviewer magic and soon the big red 
button was primed and ready. A quick countdown and then... zero! The 2012 Mega 
page went live and the race was on to be the first to post a ‘Will Attend’ log. Fastest 
on the trigger was Jamie (Jaz666) (above). It didn’t stop there, however – Neil then 
cut the delicious cake and everyone dived in for a piece, whilst our grinning winner 
received some very special commemorative coins from Deceangi.
 It was lovely to see the Northwest’s year in the spotlight begin in such an 
auspicious way, with a large crowd of cachers and a real buzz about the place as 
people got a flavour of the sort of things the NW 
committee have got in store. Next year’s Mega 
will be the first country-fair themed Mega Event 
in the UK, which is a bit of a departure from the 
four UK Megas that have gone before, not to 
mention the newly promoted MegaPiratemania. 
Cartmel is a stunning location and I’m hoping we 
can keep up the momentum we have gained, to 
get the whole country excited about what we’ve 
got on offer. As everyone went their separate 
ways at the end of the Launch Event, I couldn’t 
help reflecting on how many good ideas had been 
bounced around that room in just a few hours. 
 We’ve certainly got plenty to consider in 
the coming months, and a lot of hard work in 
putting on a Mega which lives up to, and builds 
on, those which have gone before. As I believe 
I said to everyone at our launch event, with a 
random child’s soft drink held proudly aloft: “Here’s to Cartmel in 2012!”
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The Garmin Montana is Garmin’s latest 
touchscreen GPS handheld, and with 
a display size of 2” x 3.5” (4” diag) is 
certainly their biggest! Available in 3 
models: 600, 650, and 650T the unit 
boasts the ability not only to guide you 
when you’re on foot, but to also act as a 
Satnav and guide while driving.

The RRP for the unit is £430 to £550 (dependent on model). A lot of the online deals for the 
600 (base model) seem to include maps in the price as well, so it’s possible to shop around 
for a deal. The 650 model includes a 5MP camera, and the 650T model includes a camera and 
maps, allowing you to take advantage of its car Satnav ability. You could however purchase 
the other models and add your own maps although it may prove more expensive to purchase 
these separately.

The first thing you will notice about the Montana is that it’s big! In order to 
contain the large screen, the unit itself is 2.9” x 5.7” x 1.4” and it weighs in at 
100g heavier than an Oregon 550, at 289g. Saying that, the unit doesn’t feel 
particularly heavy to hold, nor does it feel uncomfortable when hanging from 
a lanyard around your neck. Having dropped mine a fair few times already I 
can confirm that it is very durable!

Like other Garmin GPSrs, there is the ability to set up ‘Profiles’. These can have 
different settings, different maps, and a different appearance depending on 
what activity you’re participating in. This is particularly useful for the Montana 
as there are so many features packed into it. For example, I use mine in the 
Geocaching profile when out caching which has OSM maps displayed, a birds-
eye view of the map, and power saving mode on. However, when I switch to 
the Automotive profile, it displays Garmin City Navigator Maps, a 3D view of 
the map, and power saving mode switched off so the screen is constantly on 
whilst driving. Menu order and organisation can also be different between 
profiles.

Product review
Garmin Montana

September 1, 2011 — cassandy

https://buy.garmin.com/shop/shop.do?cID=145&pID=75226
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Geocaching
Seeking Geocaches using the Montana is similar to other Garmin GPSrs, however the larger 
screen makes it easier to view caches on the map, read logs and descriptions, and add field 
notes due to the QWERTY keyboard that appears when the unit is held in landscape mode. 
The Geocaching dashboard along the top of the device is also 
quite large and enables you to clearly see the cache name, 
compass, difficulty/terrain rating, distance to the cache, size of 
the cache, and the number of caches that you have found. The 
Montana is able to hold a massive 12,000 geocaches!

Satnav features
When in the Automotive profile, the Montana uses a dashboard 
similar to that of a Garmin Nuvi giving turn-by-turn direction, 
speed limits, speed travelling, and distance to next turn. Like 
other Satnavs you are able to choose whether to calculate the 
best route based on minimising time or minimising distance. 
You can use the Satnav capabilities to navigate to addresses, 
POIs, waypoints and geocaches. You can also see nearby 
geocaches on the map as you drive past them. The unit will also 
speak directions to you in a variety of languages or accents. The 
unit has a standard 3.5mm headphone jack and in order to hear 
the directions you will need to plug in either headphones, a 
small speaker, or purchase a special auto-mount.

Other features
The 5MP camera in the higher end models allows you to geotag any photos that you take 
on it, meaning that photos are “stamped” with the co-ordinates of the location that you took 
them. The locations that you take photos at are automatically added to your map. There is 
also the ability to configure ‘Shortcuts’ on the device, so if there is a particular action that you 
perform regularly you can create a shortcut to it and add it to your main menu. For example, 
you can have a ‘Profile Change’ shortcut, one for navigating to ‘Home’ or ‘Work’, one to turn 
off track recording, etc.  Along with the ability to use 3xAA batteries to power the unit, the 
Montana also comes with a Lithium Ion battery which is capable of 16 hours use. I’ve tested 
the battery life and the built-in battery easily lasts an entire day of geocaching. Although it 
hasn’t yet been released, there will also later be an “Adventures” feature added to the device 
in a firmware update which allows you to log different “events” whilst out.

Conclusion
When I first received my Montana it was running firmware version 2.6 and was quite buggy. 
At the time of writing, Garmin have released version 3.4 and the Montana team have been 
clearly working hard to iron out any bugs that appear. To date, my unit seems very stable 
and works very well, a lot better than it did when I first received it. Although the unit is a 
lot larger than other handheld GPS on the market, the large screen makes navigating and 
finding geocaches on the map so clear and easy. With the ability to hold 12,000 caches it also 
means that it’s more than capable of holding caches for a long trip away. The unit is definitely 
the most customisable Garmin with the ability to configure the unit and appearance to meet 
your exact needs however with all of the features, I do feel that the Montana could be slightly 
overwhelming for a new cacher. Overall, I can say I’m very happy with my Montana but I’d 
recommend physically holding a unit before committing to buy one as the size probably 
won’t be comfortable for everyone.
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August saw the introduction, 
by Groundspeak, of  Challenges.

Basically, a challenge is to get 
somebody to go somewhere, do 
something. Since the first cache 
was hidden in 2000, geocaching has 
inspired millions of people to head 
outside and explore. Today, over 
1.5 million geocaches are listed on 

Geocaching.com. They are hidden in nearly 
every country in the world. But there are 
some places that still don’t allow physical 
geocaches. Among these locations are many 
parks and historical sites that are meant 
to be discovered and explored. The new 
Geocaching Challenges feature brings these 
locations into the world of geocaching.

At the time of writing, challenges may be 
set only by Premium Members, who can 
issue one Challenge per 24-hour period, but 
they can be accepted and completed by any 
member.

At the moment there are two different types of Challenge that 
can be set:

a) Photo Challenge: where the person has to take a photo 
doing something at a set location;

b) Action Challenge: where the person has to perform a set 
task at a specific location.

Completed Challenges do not add to Geocache finds, but are 
listed separately.

Members can rate a Challenge by opting to give it a ‘Thumbs 
Up or Thumbs Down’. Visit www.geocaching.com/challenges 
to learn more. A free Geocaching Challenges app for iPhone, 
Android and Windows Phone 7 is also now available.

There is no need to prove that you actually completed the challenge, 
Groundspeak say that it is an ‘Honour’ system as you would only be 
cheating yourself by saying that you completed one when you know that 
is not true.

All images by 
Haggis Hunter 
Above: Holyrood 
Park
Left: CX1FC7
Below: CX1FD1

Challenges

http://www.geocaching.com/challenges/default.aspx
http://www.geocaching.com/challenges/cx1fc7
http://www.geocaching.com/challenges/cx1fd1
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In the last few months, “Munzees” 
have gone a bit crazy, particularly 
with geocachers. 

So what are “Munzees” and what have they got to do 
with Geocaching?
 
A “Munzee” is a QR-code style barcode which is placed at a location. 
You would then go to the location by following the GPS co-ordinates 
for that Munzee and “capture” it by scanning the barcode using the 
Munzee app (which is essentially a QR-code reader). 

The Munzee website (www.munzee.com) claims to “take Geocaching 
to the next level”. Munzees are in no way associated with Groundspeak, 
but you can place Munzees in your Geocache containers, next to the 
containers, or just somewhere random where there isn’t a cache.
 
To capture a Munzee you need either an Android or iPhone smartphone 
as these are currently the only platforms that support the Munzee app. 
As well as allowing you to capture the Munzees, the app also allows 
you to locate them and on the ‘Hunt’ section you can view a map with 
Munzees dotted on it, much like the Geocaching apps. Munzees you 
have found show in red, and those that you haven’t found are shown 
in green.
 
To deploy a Munzee, you simply choose to create one on the website 
and it will generate a unique QR-code for your Munzee. Print this out, 
maybe laminate/cover it, and then place it somewhere. Record the 
GPS coordinates of you Munzee and you will be able to add it to the 
website. There are a few rules on where you can place Munzees, e.g. 
not on airport property, not within 500ft of a school/playground, and 
a “reasonable distance” from other Munzees.
 
After capturing a Munzee you get awarded points, and when people 
capture a Munzee that you have deployed you also get points and 
your “level” increases to push you higher up the leaderboard in the 
rankings. At the time of writing, there are 8938 game players, 39,131 
captures, and 16,478 Munzees deployed.

a 21st Century Scavenger Hunt
Munzees

cassandy explains

http://www.munzee.com/
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With a range of events over 
10 days there was a plenty 
to do and see for all those 

cachers and their families 
that travelled to South 
Wales for the annual Mega 
event organised by UK 
Mega Event Committee.  

The fourteen side events took place in a variety of locations to let you 
experience the best of South Wales including ‘St Davids’ in Pembrokeshire 
(Britain’s smallest city)  ‘Pen y Fan’ (the highest mountain in South Wales), 
‘Flat Holm’ (an island in the Bristol channel). There was even the chance to 
meet a Darlek and go inside the Tardis at MollyJak’s Sand & Sarnies Event!  

The ‘Picnic at the Big Apple’ event saw queues of cachers clambering over 
rocks and strolling along the beach heading for the caches at Mumbles 
Lighthouse and for those at the organised camp site there was also a Mega 
Camping BBQ event on the evening before the MEGA giving cachers the 
opportunity to mingle and share a drink or two. For those cachers who 
chose to stay up even later there was also the opportunity to head out in a 
big group for some night caches at the ‘Wait Until Dark’ event.

The Mega event itself was held at Brangwyn Hall in Swansea on Sunday 31st 
July and 1362 attendees registered from all over the world. This is the second 
year running that Jeremy (co-founder of Geocaching.com) has flown in from 

Mega Wales

Above: Jeremy Irish 
exiting the Tardis © 
cheesescones. All other 
images © cassandy
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Seattle to attend the UK Mega event and 
this time Raine, one of the Groundspeak 
Lackeys came across with him. The hall 
was packed with geocaching goodies with 
stalls selling geocoins, geocaching apparel, 
essential caching items, GPSs, and pretty 
much everything a cacher could ask for! 
There were various talks throughout the 
day covering Paperless caching, GSAK, and 
“Meet the Reviewers”, but for those who 
couldn’t resist grabbing a few caches there 
were many scattered around the city. The 
people of Swansea probably being left a 

little bewildered at why so many 
groups of people carrying GPSs were 
regularly stopping at seemingly 
random locations!

The UK’s largest geocaching event 
continues its tour of the United 
Kingdom, and is heading to North 
West England next summer. The 
Mega event will be held at Cartmel 
Racecourse, South Lakeland, Cumbria 
on Saturday 11th August 2012 
and will be “The first “Country Fair” 
styled Mega Event in the UK”.  See 
the website for more details www.
mega2012.org.uk

Above: The Essex Crew
Right: Mumbles lighthouse
Below: Picnic on Pen y Fan
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A study in Ireland
All images © Terry Marsh
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Northern Ireland and the 
North-West coastline of the 
Republic offer a great choice 
of cache locations, as these 
pictures show.

Page opposite:
Top: Poulnabrone Dolmen
Bottom left: Carrick-y-Rede rope bridge
Bottom right: Inishowen coastline; 
Antrim coastline; The bay and beach 
at Ballycastle, Co Antrim; Antrim 
coastline

This page: top to bottom:
Donegal coastline near Meenaclady
The Giant’s Causeway
Burren landscape
Dunguaire Castle
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The Geocaching Association of Great Britain (GAGB)
is the leading UK Geocaching body, recognised by and acting on behalf of cachers. The 
association was established in 2004 to provide a voice for its members in the United 
Kingdom with the aim of establishing good Geocaching practices, providing a focal point 
for public liaison, and supporting the growth and enjoyment of Geocaching within the 
UK.  Find us on www.gagb.org.uk

How did you discover Geocaching?  
I was working for a startup internet company and someone came into the office with a GPS so 
I googled it to find out what you could do with it and discovered Geocaching. Soon after I went 
to find my first cache but had a lousy experience. I thought I could help others by creating the 
website and wanted to includes logs as a reward to people hiding caches.

Are you surprised by  how it has grown?
When I started the website it was run from my spare bedroom for the first 16 months. For me 
Geocaching was a solitary activity, geek getting out in the woods. I'm amazed by how it has 
grown, by all the organisations that have grown up around Geocaching.

How many people work at Groundspeak?
There are 62 lackeys at the moment (employees), 200 volunteer reviewers and about 100 
translators working in lots of languages, for example Korean and Japanese.  

Got any job openings in Europe?
We'd like to open an office in Europe so that we can improve our service to our partners and 
have somewhere to better serve people.

What were the best caches that you've ever found?
There have been so many. One of the best parts of going to events and meeting cachers 
is that they show me some of the best caches. I love night caches, one which sticks in my 
mind was a night cache in Finland that had two eyes in the cache and the distant sound of a 
wolf – a remote triggered speaker. Another cache in Austin, Texas had 6 stages leading to a 
combination locked door for an observation platform. It had skeletons, graves, the missing link 
and when we got to the end there was a Quarter smasher (for pressing coins into souvenirs). 

You've given away loads of special travel bugs today
I've given away 500 trackables as a way to say hello.

Do you go caching with family?
Yes when I can, my kids are 5, 2 and 6 months. 

INTERVIEW
with Jeremy, Founder of Groundspeak

By Dave Edwards (The Wombles) at MegaWales

http://www.gagb.org.uk
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GAGB Competition
The GAGB competition will now be running in line with each issue of Seeker, and will run, 
for entries, until the 17th November to enable the drawing of the winners and for the 
results to be published in the following issue of Seeker.

To enter you have to have become a FULL MEMBER of the GAGB before the 1st October 2011

Prizes for this competition are:
1 x 7.60mm Ammo Box
1 x Travel Bug Patch
1 x Micro Compass Rose Geocoin + a GAGB bumper sticker
1 x Magnetic Travel Bug

All answers should be sent to DrDick&Vick as a PM via his profile on the GAGB forum.

Questions:
1. What is North America’s highest mountain?
2. Which England rugby player was controversially denied a try in the 2007 World Cup final against South 
Africa because his foot was deemed to have been in touch before grounding the ball?
3. What was the last port of call for the Titanic?
4. Which is the longest month in the year?  Think about it carefully!
5. Chomolunga and Sagarmatha are alternative names for what?
6. Which TV detective had a dog called simply “Dog”?

The GAGB are pleased to announce their new
GAGB cache label.

Actual size: 8.8cm x 5cm. Priced at 60p each; £2.50 
for 5 (plus P&P at only 50p for quantities up to 10, 

and £1 for 10-20.

To order contact DrDick&Vick via their profile, here. 
Payment to paypal@gagb.org.uk

GAGB NEWSGAGB NEWS

Check out the GAGB 
Calendar

for a list of ‘Events’ and
‘Camping Events’. 

And keep up to date 
with events specifically 
in your area by creating 
an Instant Notification 

for ‘Events’.

ACCOUNTS 2010-2011

The accounts of GAGB for
2010-2011

can be viewed here.

http://www.gagb.co.uk/forums/calendar.php
http://gagb.co.uk/home/gagb-cache-label-new/
http://www.gagb.co.uk/forums/showthread.php?t=4043
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Members discounts...

Geotees: For geocoins, travel bugs, caches and more. We can also have your 
own coins or tags made for you to your design. Please visit us at www.geotees.
co.uk where GAGB members enjoy a 5% discount. To get your discount, open 
an account, then PM or email me (Mongoose39uk) through the GAGB website 
before you place your order. This only needs to be done once, the discount will 
then be applied to all future orders.

Cicerone Press are pleased to offer GAGB members a discount of 20% 
on all Cicerone titles purchased online at www.cicerone.co.uk. 

All members need to do to claim the discount is to add the voucher code ‘GAGB’ 
on the shopping basket page of the Cicerone website.

We are pleased to announce the renewal of the 10% discount from 
Cotswold Outdoor which was offered last year.  

More detail and the discount code are available from the Members’ Chat 
section of the GAGB forums.

The outdoor leisure retailers Blacks and Millets 
have offered GAGB members a card giving a 15% 
discount off all products except GPS but including Sale 
items.  

All GAGB members can receive a card and should apply 
by following the application process, details in the GAGB 
Members’ Chat forum.

UK geocachers are happy to offer GAGB members 
a 5% discount on their products. In order to obtain your 
discount, you need to email UKgeocachers and set up an 
account, so that the discount is applied to each order.www.ukgeocachers.co.uk

Aquapac have kindly agreed to offer GAGB members a 20% discount from 
their products bought through their website - www.aquapac.net. To obtain the 
discount you need a code, and details of this have been posted in a thread in 
the Members’ Chat section of the forum.

GeocacheKit are pleased to be able to offer all GAGB members a 5% 
discount on all items on the website www.geocachekit.co.uk. Including geo-
coins, trackables, readymade caches and much more.
 
The discount code is available from the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB 
forums.

http://www.ukgeocachers.co.uk/
http://www.cotswoldoutdoor.com/
http://www.geotees.co.uk/
http://www.geocachekit.co.uk/
http://cicerone.co.uk/
http://www.blacks.co.uk/home.html
http://www.millets.co.uk/home.html
http://store.aquapac.net/

